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found that the accidental connection resulted in burnout of the 
lightning arrester and the communication cables in the protective 
device.

2.2 Troubles by Malfunction of DC High-Voltage Ground Relays
When operation of DC substation B was suspended and 
operated just as a sectioning post, a feeder trip occurred with 
the B component (to detect grounding faults within substation) 
of the DC high-voltage ground relay (hereafter 64PB) when a 
freight train passed.  The subsequent investigation found that the 
cause was the deteriorated return cable.

At JR East, there was an event in May and December, 1998, 
whereby the 64P DC high-voltage ground relays of substation C 
on the Keiyo line and substation D next to C operated 
simultaneously (they did not have a function to distinguish 
grounding faults within the substation from those outside  
at that time).  The cause of this unnecessary operation was a 
grounding fault outside the substation due to an aluminum  
balloon introduced between a feeder and a tunnel structure.  
Consequently, we have introduced new 64PB DC ground relays in 
the greater Tokyo area1).  As illustrated in Fig. 3, those have a 
standard grounding device and are also equipped with a function 
to distinguish grounding faults within the substation from those 
outside.

JR East’s DC substations in the greater Tokyo area are equipped 
with three types of grounding devices, as shown in Fig. 1.  Those 
are the equipment ground, remote control ground and reference 
ground.  If those devices are accidentally connected to each other, 
insulation coordination is disrupted, possibly leading to spread 
of the accident.  Meanwhile, deterioration of return cables of 
substations also damages grounding devices.  In light of the 
situation, a simple tester to check the integrity of grounding 
devices and return cables was sought after.

Here we will introduce studies for the development of an 
integrity tester for grounding devices and test results for the 
developed product.

Examples of the Troubles in 
Substation Grounding Devices2

2.1 Troubles by Improper Connection of Grounding Devices
An event occurred where failure information was not transmitted 
to electric power dispatch when a DC 1,500V grounding fault 
occurred at substation A.  Subsequent investigation clarified that 
remote control ground and equipment ground were accidentally 
connected and that the protective device installed to coordinate 
insulation between low-current and high-current circuits in 
grounding faults did not function, as shown in Fig. 2.  We also 
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One cause of expansion of troubles such as fires at DC substations is improper connection of grounding devices, which is raising the 
need for development of devices to check integrity of grounding devices.  In maintenance of grounding devices, we usually judged 
whether or not devices are in good condition by measured grounding resistance values.  But that method is not able to determine 
integrity of devices in areas such as proper connection.  Furthermore, we had no methods to identify the level of deterioration in DC 
return cable insulation.
     In light of the situation, we have studied a method to determine integrity of grounding devices and developed a portable simple 
tester that can be easily used in the field.  The following were confirmed in development.  ① When grounding resistance is less than 
5Ω between grounding devices, there is no conduction; ② Grounding resistance can be measured in the three-electrode system if 
using grounding devices with each other; and ③ Deterioration of return cables can be determined from the correlation between the 
voltage to ground of the rail and the equipment grounding device and their fluctuation.  We have carried out on-site functional checks 
of the tester based on those fundamental rules and successfully verified its effectiveness.
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Fig. 2  Misconnection at Substation A

Fig. 1  Grounding Devices of Substations in the Greater Tokyo Area
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Conventional Maintenance and Its 
Issues3

Each grounding device must be made independent to achieve 
insulation coordination.  JR East has specified control standard 
values such as less than 5Ω for equipment ground, less than 20Ω 
for remote control ground and less than 100Ω for reference 
ground.  In conventional maintenance, as shown in Fig. 7, we 
measured ground resistance values in the three-electrode system 
by placing two temporary electrodes and judged to be OK if 
measured values fell within the standard.

But, the following issues came up.  ① Since conduction tests 
were carried out only by buzzer check while grounding cables were 
improved, connection between grounding devices could not be 
judged; and ② Judgment of the deterioration level of return cables 
is difficult, and replacement was done based on age alone.

The Tester Developed4
We have undertaken development to solve the above-mentioned 
issues.

4.1 Development Concept
The newly developed tester must be able to measure ground 
resistance and check conduction without temporary electrodes 
placed.  It also has to be able to judge the deterioration level 
of return cables based on the correlation between voltage to  
ground of the rail and the equipment grounding device voltage 
compared within the tester.

4.2 Overview and Usage of Developed Tester
Fig. 8 shows the appearance of the developed tester.  It is 
connected to grounding devices in substations as in Fig. 9.  Then, 
just by pressing a button, the integrity of the grounding device 
can be automatically judged.

To identify causes of malfunction of DC high-voltage ground 
relays, we placed an iron electrode at location “a” in the equipment 
layout of substation B shown in Fig. 4 and recorded potential 
difference from the potential of the return cable (the voltage to 
ground of the rail), using a high-sensitive voltmeter recorder.

As a result, the voltage to ground of all electric devices connected 
to the equipment grounding device showed the same fluctuation 
pattern as the voltage to ground of the rail, as shown in Fig. 5.  
That means the return cable and the equipment grounding device 
were electrically connected as illustrated in Fig. 6.  In other words, 
there was electric conduction due to the deterioration of the return 
cable that uses insulated wire directly laid underground.
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Fig. 4  Equipment Layout of Substation B

Fig. 5  Example of Measurement Chart for Cause Investigation
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Fig. 6  Cause of Troubles
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4.2.3 Measurement of Voltage to Ground
The status of grounding devices and the deterioration level of 
return cables are judged based on the correlation between voltage 
to ground of the rail and the equipment grounding device.  Those 
are simultaneously measured, setting out the voltage to ground of 
the standard grounding device as the standard.  As shown in Fig. 
14, when a positive correlation (correlation where the voltage 
to ground of the equipment grounding device is positive at a 
positive voltage to ground of the rail) or a negative correlation 
(correlation where the voltage to ground of the equipment 
grounding device is negative at a positive voltage of the rails) 
are found, and when the fluctuation of the voltage to ground of 
the grounding device is more than 0.5V, the tester indicates that 
electric corrosion check is required.  When the fluctuation is less 
than 0.5V or when no correlation is observed, it indicates that 
electric corrosion check not required.

4.2.1 Measurement of Conduction
As measurement of conduction, the tester checks the conduction 
condition between equipment ground, remote control ground 
and reference ground (or the temporary electrode).  Based on 
the boundary condition of conduction of the resistance between 
terminals, it indicates “not conducting” when measured resistance 
is more than 5Ω and “conducting” when less than 5Ω.

4.2.2 Measurement of Grounding Resistance
By using grounding devices for each other, individual resistance 
values of each grounding device are measured in the three-
electrode system.  Since measurement of ground resistance is 
affected by harmonics and surrounding electric wave noises 
shown as in Fig. 11, we have employed an arithmetic circuit 
using synchronous rectification.  Synchronous rectification is 
a rectification method where waves input in sine curve converted 
into square waves and the converted waves are output with 
noise removed as shown in Fig. 12.

When, as shown in Fig. 13, the resistance value of each 
grounding device falls within the aforementioned standard, the 
tester displays “○”; when outside the standard, it displays “×”.

DC high-voltage ground relay (64PB)

Cover*Thick lines are cables to 
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Conduction measurement results:
Equipment ground             Remote control ground : Conducting
Equipment ground             Reference ground          : Conducting
Remote control ground      Reference ground          : Not conducting

Measurement of voltage to ground for equipment ground
Max.                          : 5.32V                        Min. : -1.52V
Correlation                      : Positive correlation
Electric corrosion check : Required

Fig. 8  Developed Integrity Check Tester 
for Grounding Devices of Substations

Fig. 9  Measurement Wiring Diagram (in Case of Connection to 64PB)

Fig. 12  Output Waveform after Synchronous Rectification

Grounding resistance measurement :             Judgment at grounding electrode
Equipment ground       :                  6.01 Ω                          ×
Remote control ground :                  1.06 Ω                           ○
Reference ground         :                50.27 Ω                           ○

Fig. 13  Example of Grounding Resistance Measurement Results

Fig. 10  Example of Conduction Measurement Results

Fig. 14  Example of Voltage to Ground Measurement

Fig. 11  Input Wave Shape Affected by Noise
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Conclusion6
Grounding devices are a likely blind spot in the maintenance  
of substation facilities.  We have thus developed a tester  
to easily check the integrity of those and confirmed its 
effectiveness in field tests.  Using that tester, we will make 
efforts to achieve more reliable railway transport.

Field Test Results5
We carried out measurement at two substations using the 
developed tester.  Some of the results are shown below.

5.1 Test Results of Substation Operating Nomally
Fig. 15 shows voltage to ground of the rail and the equipment 
grounding device measured using the developed tester at 
substation E.  Voltage to ground of the equipment grounding 
device remained stable at around 370 mV even though voltage 
to ground of the rail fluctuated.  That demonstrated the 
functionality sound.

5.2 Test Results of Substation with Possible Failure
We further carried out a functional check of substation B where 
a failure was thought to have occurred.

5.2.1 Measurement Results of Grounding Resistance
Table 1 shows the measurement results of ground resistance at 
substation B.  Results almost equal to the result measured using 
an existing simplified ground resistance meter, and we confirmed 
that functionality was sound.

5.2.2 Measurement Results of Voltage to Ground
Fig. 16 shows the measurement results of voltage to ground 
of the rail at substation B.  A positive correlation between 
voltage to ground of the rail and the equipment grounding 
device was found, similar to that in Fig. 5.  Subsequent test 
excavation clarified deterioration of the return cable, proving 
the functionality of the tester sound. Reference:

1) Ichiro Ideno ; “A Study on DC Feeding Circuit Protection 
(Distinguishing Grounding Faults Within Substations from Those 
Outside)”, Research and Development Subject Report, No. R51802 
(March 1991), Railway Technology Research Institute

2) Ichiro Ideno, Hajime Inoue; “Insulation Coordination of a Control 
Transmission System for Railway Substations”, Transportation and 
Electric Railway Technical Committee, TER-91-15, pp. 51 - 59, 
May 1991

Voltage to ground of rail Voltage to ground of equipment ground

Stable

Voltage to ground of rail Voltage to ground of equipment grounding 

Peak Peak
Fluctuating

Simple grounding 
resistance meter (Ω) Developed tester (Ω)

Equipment ground 1.30 1.54

Remote control ground 10.0 13.02

Reference ground 18.5 19.29

Fig. 15  Substation Operating Nomally

Table 1  Measurement Results of Grounding Resistance

Fig. 16  Substation with Failure


